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Wells Street Bridge over St. Mary’s River | Fort Wayne

TOWARD OUR FUTURE
America is in transition to a digital economy, causing upheaval in the previous
agricultural and manufacturing economies and creating opportunity everywhere.
However, the new economy requires understanding new concepts, different
infrastructure and support services, and a new vision for the future. Community
leaders must become supporters of their own innovators and entrepreneurs or
risk failure to survive the transition.
The practicing entrepreneurs of NEXT Studios, an Indiana-based startup studio,
offer these concepts to help leaders who desire to create their own successful
entrepreneurial startup community.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT JOB CREATION
In its groundbreaking report entitled, The Importance of Startups in Job Creation and Job
Destruction1, the Kansas City-based Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, a thought leader in
entrepreneurship, noted: “Put simply, this paper shows that without startups, there would be no net
job growth in the US economy. This fact is true on average, but also is true for all but seven years
for which the United States has data going back to 1977.”
There is a myth that it’s small business that drives the American economy. This study reveals that it’s
actually new businesses less than five years old that create all the new job roles. The report explains
that existing businesses generally create and destroy jobs at a relatively equal pace, which means
that though job functions change, the number of openings doesn’t. Startups only create new roles
and have no destruction function, and so they stand alone as the driver of new job creation.
Said more succinctly: no new startups, no new jobs.
As communities seek to transition from the first agriculturally-based global economy and the
second manufacturing-based global economy into the third information-based global economy,
the function of creating new companies in a community is the difference between a future of
prosperity or no future at all.

The Problem for Indiana
So, how does Indiana rank against other states in relation to job creation in startup companies?
According to data obtained from the US Census Quarterly Workforce Indicators, the Indiana
Chamber of Commerce in their June 2020 update of the Indiana Vision 2025 Report Card2 reveals
that Indiana ranks 47th in America in the share of total employment in companies 0 to 5 years old,
behind all of our neighboring states, Michigan (35th), Kentucky (37th), Illinois (38th) and Ohio (46th),
as well as most of our peer states with similar workforce sizes, including Utah (5th), Tennessee (19th),
North Carolina (28th) and Minnesota (44th). This is down from 44th in the last report card update.
These statistics are even more stark when compared against how Indiana ranks in job creation in
existing companies older than 5 years. By this measure, again according to the US Census data in
the Chamber’s report card, Indiana is 5th in America, ahead of all our peer states and all our
neighbors except Michigan, which ranks first. While our State excels at hiring people into existing
companies, we are far behind in creating new companies, and therefore new jobs.
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Utah (5th)
Tennessee (19th)
North Carolina (28th)
Michigan (35th)
Kentucky (37th)
Illinois (38th)
Minnesota (44th)
Ohio (46th)
Indiana (47th)
Iowa (48th)

Figure 1: Ranking of Indiana Against Neighboring and Peer States in Total Employment in Startup Companies
Source: US Census Quarterly Workforce Indicators via Indiana Vision 2020 Report Card, June 2020 Update
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STARTUP COMPONENTS
In elementary school you learned about how fire requires three elements: oxygen, fuel, and heat.
The absence of any of those elements will put out the fire. But, even if you have all three elements,
you still don’t have a fire, as it requires an ignition source – a spark – to light the flame.
Metaphorically this model applies very well to startup creation. Turning an idea into a company
also requires three elements: capital (the oxygen), talent (the fuel) and place (the heat). And, just
as with fire, it requires an ignition source, which is the entrepreneur. The job of the entrepreneur is
to assemble the necessary elements and provide the spark that ignites the start of a company.
This is true both for startup companies as well as for innovation within an existing company. If
applied to internal innovation, “budget” is the term used for capital, “people” is the term used for
talent, and “culture” is the term used for place, and internal entrepreneurs, or “intrapreneurs” are
the ignition source.

Capital
Financial resources used to
accelerate growth primarily by
hiring talent.

Talent
Place
People offering the skills
A location for the company to
needed to grow the business start and grow and for people to
rapidly.
collaborate on ideas.

This metaphor also serves to rationalize the role of others in the startup community. Certain
conditions will tend to promote or inhibit the growth of a fire – dry vs. damp conditions, for
example. This is the role of government: to establish and maintain the environmental conditions
that promote startup growth. All the other players serve as feeders of oxygen, fuel, or heat to the
entrepreneur or intrapreneur.
In a startup company these three elements are strongly related. The primary use of capital is to hire
people, and place is a primary tool companies use to recruit and retain those people.
Therefore, capital, talent, and place must be applied in that order. Entrepreneurs raise capital to
hire people, and then they need a place to collaborate and work. Often governments and
economic development agencies acting without practicing entrepreneur insight will start in the
wrong place by opening a co-working facility and then wondering why no one is there, or by
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lamenting the “brain drain” of top talent from their community. If you begin with capital,
entrepreneurs will hire great people at market rates who will then fill the working spaces.

Capital
Startup capital is the money raised by a new company to meet its initial costs until it begins to turn
a profit, and it is the oxygen that makes startup businesses live. Traditional businesses often raise
this startup capital through bank loans secured by existing assets or by equipment purchased with
the capital. Startup companies, especially in technology, have few existing assets and generally
don’t purchase equipment that could secure loans, so they often turn to a different source of
funding called venture capital. With venture capital, shares of the company are exchanged for
funding from individual or groups of investors. Because investment in young companies involves a
great degree of risk, investors often receive significant portions of company ownership, and as it
sometimes requires multiple “rounds” of investment before profitability is reached, it is not
unheard of for 90% or more of a technology company to be owned by startup investors by the time
profitability is reached.
Venture capital is particularly important to technology startup companies in another way. Since
technology has a limited life span, if a startup company were to wait until profitability to finance
growth, it would likely under optimize the value of its technology in the marketplace before it
becomes obsolete. Thus, venture capital serves as an agent to grow a technology startup faster
than it normally would to maximize the value of the technology. It’s effectively a “growth hormone”,
and like any medicine, it should be taken as directed by an educated patient.
Success in raising venture capital is largely tied to clear objectives as to how the money will be
used to advance the company to the next stage.

PRE-SEED
The first stage of a company is commonly called Ideation. This is where the founders create new
ideas for startups, and “pressure test” those ideas by studying things like target buyers and markets
and what problem they are solving for them. Typically, the venture capital employed at this stage
is called “pre-seed funding,” often sourced from the friends and family of the founding
entrepreneurs who are betting on the leader at this stage more than the idea. When a founding
entrepreneur doesn’t have wealthy friends and family, they can pursue grants and other sources of
early-stage funding. When the entrepreneur uses her or his own money to start up their company,
it is “bootstrapping.”

SEED
The second stage of a startup is Productization. This is where founders take the initial idea and turn
it into a “Minimum Viable Product” or MVP. This is the first complete release of the offering, and
while it may not have every feature needed, it’s enough to get it in the hands of some pilot users
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and gather their feedback, which is used to improve the product and build the “Go to Market
Strategy” to engage and win customers. Typically, the venture capital employed at this stage is
called “seed funding”, and often comes what are called “angel investors.” Angels are high-net
worth individuals who deploy some of their wealth at this stage for many reasons, including the
chance of obtaining outsized returns. Also, many of them are successful entrepreneurs who want to
help new startups take flight. These investments are high risk, and in some ways are not unlike
organized gambling in the eyes of the angel investor.

“A” ROUND
The third stage of a startup is Launch. This is where founders take the Go to Market Strategy and
the improvements made to the product and launch a full-scale plan to attract, win and keep
customers. This is where founders start to grow the team substantially for the first time, often by
hiring business development representatives, inside sellers, outside sales representatives,
marketing people and customer success people. Typically, the venture capital employed at this
stage is called an “A-round”, or the first of what may be many future rounds of venture capital, and
it’s often sourced from organized venture funds.
Venture funds are a unique type of investment vehicle. Unlike angel investors, where individuals
make the decisions about what startups to invest in with their own money, Venture funds are made
up of “Limited Partners” or LPs, who sign over money to the care of a group of “Managing Partners”
who are employed by the fund to scour opportunities, make investments, and manage those
investments for the LPs. They are paid management fees for this, and usually a “carry”, which is a
share of the profits if any of those investments result in a successful return. Venture capital funds
(or “VCs”) will have a stated focus for their investments, a size range for investments they will make
(called a “check size”) and some process for reviewing and scoring potential deals (called a
“thesis”). These parameters are typically unwavering, as they are what was used to attract limited
partners to invest in the fund, and therefore cannot be changed easily. Sometimes VCs will insist
on “leading” a round, which is to say they are responsible for building and executing the deal on
behalf of themselves and other investors, and in a deep review of the company’s structure,
finances, and team, called “due diligence.”

”B” ROUND AND BEYOND
The final stage is the Scale stage. This is where founders have largely proven the product and goto-market strategy works, and they seek funds to scale up the company’s operations to grow its
market share and continue to improve the product. This is the primary domain of later-stage
venture capital firms, who like to see success in the marketplace (called “traction”) and financial
stability and sales growth that suggest that the company might be able to make a profit (called a
“pathway to breakeven”). Each venture capital round at this stage will be labeled the “B-Round”,
the “C-Round” and so on, and can grow in significantly until the company has reached a scale
where venture capital is no longer required to fuel growth initiatives.
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In creating an entrepreneurial startup ecosystem, it is critical that sources of funding are identified
and brough to the community, especially the early-stage funding formats such as grants, angel
investors and impact investors. While there are many venture capital firms who will engage with
founders later in the process, the early-stage activities are almost always the most difficult capital to
raise, especially for non-traditional founders in rural or urban areas.

Talent
Talent is the fuel for a startup. Startup communities are voracious consumers of talent, which is why
startup communities are often tied to education service providers such as universities and schools
who serve as feeders of talent to the entrepreneurial leaders of the community.
Startup companies generally spend most of their startup capital on people, and it’s often the
largest expense throughout the company’s life. Therefore, the availability of skilled resources is
critical for a successful startup business climate. College degrees conferred is one measure of the
availability of talent, but not exclusively: startups need all types and levels of talent, and as students
increasingly look for lower cost and faster methods of obtaining skills, they are finding that startups
will often eagerly accept certifications in leu of full degrees to fill their talent pipelines.
Startup communities demand different parameters related to talent than the previous agricultural
and manufacturing economies. For example, old economies valued areas with low labor costs, as
this is usually the largest expense beyond capital equipment for them. However, areas with high,
competitive salaries are valued by leaders of the information economy, as it allows for the capture
and retention of the best talent in the ecosystem. Knowledge workers are attracted to places where
there are many high-paying jobs available, as it allows them to move around from place to place to
grow their skills, network, and income.
Another difference between the information economy and the previous economies is the absence
or presence of a college degree. Historically, financing and purchasing a college education was a
differentiator for talent: it was the pathway into a higher paying job in the agricultural and
manufacturing economies. Indeed, today’s education system is largely oriented toward this goal: a
high school diploma and high grade point averages are the gateway to successful attainment of a
degree, and therefore higher lifetime earning potential.
However, demonstrable skills are far more valuable than degrees in a startup community,
especially for the entrepreneurs that are at the center. The founders of Microsoft, Oracle, Nintendo,
Twitter, Apple, and Facebook never obtained college degrees, as it never was and still is not a
requirement to be an entrepreneur. Many of the jobs that are needed in the information economy,
ranging from coding to cybersecurity to data analytics, are more akin to the trades in the previous
economies: they are the carpenters, plumbers, and electricians of the data economy. The rise of
private trade schools for coding are an example of this trend: they serve to offer up trade
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education in the data economy to students who would like to enter it quickly and with a minimum
of debt.
The college-oriented system, beyond the debt challenges it creates, is also constructed for “one
and done” education: obtain a degree and you’ll use it for life. However, today’s student realizes
they will need to change job roles several times over their lifetime, sometimes radically, and
therefore seek a system that allows them to do that throughout their working career. Working with
education intuitions that offer situational-based training and education is important to supplying
the ecosystem with the talent it needs with a minimum of time and debt.

Place
Place is the heat for a startup – the warm, hospitable environment where innovation can occur.
Communities use the word “place” to refer to multiple things. Sometimes it refers to the “home
address” of companies, which could be a home, an office, an industrial building, or a special type
of office called a “co-working” space where multiple startup companies share desks, office
equipment, and utility and rent costs. It also refers to the resources available to employees, such as
amenities, transportation, available housing, and schools. It can also refer to the general climate,
including the weather, recreation opportunities, and the perception of friendliness of neighbors
and governments to the employee.
However, “place” for a startup community is more about a culture and a state of mind. Big ideas
rarely spring forth fully formed from your mind. Instead, big ideas are often the result of many small
ideas colliding, clicking together, and building on one another to create something substantial.
The entrepreneur’s process builds ideas upon other ideas, but the process is accelerated when
diverse individuals listen, interact, and offer their own ideas to build on other’s ideas. Therefore,
openness and inclusion are critically important to a successful startup community: they allow many
people to become involved in forming ideas more rapidly.
This is also why existing companies struggle to innovate. They often build very high walls around
their organizations – intellectual property protections, information sharing rules, complicated legal
agreements with partners – all in the name of “protecting” the advantages that the company has in
the marketplace. However, many times these protections serve as barriers to outside collisions,
which are necessary to drive innovations forward. Companies that have experimented with internal
innovation teams usually shut them down after realizing you cannot innovate in a box. A more
fruitful approach is to work on the culture of innovation – to reward calculated risk taking,
entrepreneurial intentionality, external collaboration, and fast failure.
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Entrepreneurs
As entrepreneurs are the spark that ignites new companies, you must first understand how they
think and act. There are four generally accepted characteristics that are common to good
entrepreneurs.
Calculated Risk Takers
A myth about entrepreneurs is that they are wild, unbridled risk takers, ready to jump into anything
and if they fail, they fail spectacularly. Nothing could be further from the truth. Successful
entrepreneurs are calculated risk takers. They work to figure out how to reduce risk in every step
they take forward. They often obsess about “safety nets”: how to layer in ways that will preserve,
protect, and defend progress and the team even if there is a failure. In fact, it could be said that
they are quite risk averse.
Iterative Creators
Entrepreneurship is a series of small steps forward, studying the success and failure of each step,
and then applying what was learned to the next step forward. This is called Build, Measure, Learn.
It begins with an action – building – turning a desire to see change happen or something improved
into action, which leads immediately to observing what happened. The entrepreneur then builds
off that learning to take the next step. This happens repeatedly – iteratively – and the result is the
creation of something that did not exist before.
Integrity Always
Integrity is critical to an entrepreneur in every interaction – with partners, with investors, with fellow
team members – with everyone. They define it as doing what you say and saying what you do. In a
fast-moving startup company, there is not time to go back and check the work of everyone
involved. If a team member says, “I’ve got it,” then they must do what they say they will do.
However, sometimes errors are made, or a team member doesn’t know what to do. Being honest
and open with others about what really happened or what is needed – saying what you do – is just
as important, because no one can adapt or come to their aid if they are unaware of problems and
challenges. This second part is often more difficult because it requires humility, something often in
short supply in startups. People who don’t act with integrity – especially fellow entrepreneurs – will
soon find themselves out of the community.
Actions Over Words
Nolan Bushnell is the founder of Atari and is one of the founding fathers of the video game
industry. He went on to launch the Chuck E. Cheese Pizza Time Theater, and later Catalyst
Technologies, one of the first business incubators. Catalyst launched Etak, the first company to
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digitize maps of the world, which would later become the backbone for mapquest.com and
Google Maps.
When asked about what defines an entrepreneur, he said, “The critical ingredient is getting off your
butt and doing something. It’s as simple as that. A lot of people have ideas, but there are few who
decide to do something about them now. Not tomorrow. Not next week. But today. The true
entrepreneur is a doer, not a dreamer.”
Ideas are free, and everyone has them. The difference between an entrepreneur and everyone else
is the courage to act on an idea immediately and urgently.
There are some things an entrepreneur is not. You need no special degree to be an entrepreneur.
It’s not your gender, sexual orientation, skin color, where you went to school, or how much money
you have or where you grow up. That means anyone can be an entrepreneur.

Indiana’s Rankings
Indiana’s communities are in a poor position relative to our neighbors and peers in the
components needed to create and grow startup companies.
The 2019 PriceWaterhouse Coopers/CB Insights Money Tree Report3 ranks Indiana 35th out of the
50 states in venture capital invested per worker, again behind all of our neighboring States
except Kentucky (38th) and all of our peer States except Iowa (42nd). Traditional capital sources are
also under pressure as well. According to Kauffman’s April 2019 report, Access to Capital for
Entrepreneurs: Removing Barriers4, since 2008 there’s been a 41% decline in the number of small
community banks, making capital even more scarce in small communities as local relationships
between entrepreneurs and banks disappear.
In regard to talent, according to US Census data, Indiana ranks 40th in America in the percent of
the population with science, engineering or related bachelor’s degrees at 12.4%. This again ranks
behind all of our neighboring states except Kentucky (11.1%) and all of our peer states except
Tennessee (12.3%). Furthermore, according to the Lumina Foundation, Indiana ranks 38th in
America in the percentage of our population with a high-quality certification or associate degree
at 43.6%. This is also behind all of our neighboring States and all of our peer states with the
exception of Tennessee (43.0%). This is even more troubling as, according to the National Center
for Education Statistics, Indiana ranks 13th in America in the percentage of science and technology
degrees conferred at 38%, which is ahead of all of our neighbors except Ohio (8th) and all of our
peers except Utah (3rd). This indicates that talent skilled in science and technology is not staying in
Indiana after they receive their degrees.
Furthermore, according to the Indiana University Business Research Center in their Indiana
Population Projections5, 59 of Indiana’s 92 counties are projected to lose population and one out of
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every five Hoosiers will be 65 or older by 2030. Not only are our degreed students leaving our
State, but our overall workforce is shrinking.
In regard to place, Purdue University’s Center for Regional Development calculated in a February
2020 report entitled Updated Indiana Broadband Footprint6 that in 19 of our State’s counties, less
than half the population has access to Internet service greater than 100 megabit per second
(Mbps) speeds, considered the minimum standard for sufficient connection to the digital economy.
In seven counties, it’s greater than 90% of the population who lives without connectivity.
In regard to entrepreneurship, according to the Kauffman Indicators of Entrepreneurship7 report,
Indiana ranks 37th in America in the percent of adults starting a new business each month at
0.25%, again ranking behind most our peer states and neighbors.

SPECIAL CHALLENGES FOR CHALLENGED COMMUNITIES
According the US Census8, 50.8% of Indiana’s population are women, 9.3% identify as Black, and
22% live in rural areas. These communities are especially challenged when it comes to access to
venture capital, effectively leaving significant segments of our population on the sidelines.
According to Kauffman’s Access to Capital for Entrepreneurs: Removing Barriers report, less than
5% of total venture funding went to women-owned firms. All-women founding teams raised just
2.2% of total venture funding, while all-male founding teams raised 79%. Women are
significantly less likely to start new companies, with 270 new women entrepreneurs per 100,000
people in 2017, vs 400 new male entrepreneurs per 10,000 people that same year.
Only 2.2% of the $85 billion in venture capital deployed in America in 2018 went to Black and
Latinx founders. Latinx founders make up just 1.8% of all founding entrepreneurs, while Black
founders make up only 1%. These founders are often forced to use high-interest credit cards for
startup funding: close to 15% of Black entrepreneurs and 11.5% of Latinx founders, vs. 9% for white
and Asian founders.
While many people believe that farming is the primary business in rural areas, agriculture makes up
only about 1/6 of businesses in non-metro areas, making small non-farm businesses a critical
indicator of success or failure of a region. Yet less than 1% of venture capital makes its way to rural
communities in America.
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Percent of adults becoming
entrepreneurs per month (2019)

Indiana is in the
bottom quartile
in the creation of
entrepreneurs
and nearly last in
jobs created by
startups.
2019 Kauffman
Indicators of
Entrepreneurship
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STARTUP COMMUNITY PRINCIPLES
In his book, “Startup Communities,” investor and entrepreneur Brad Feld documents the rise of
Boulder Colorado’s startup ecosystem. In addition to telling stories of the inception of well-known
programs like the TechStars accelerator and dispelling some of the myths surrounding the startup
culture, he lays out a set of principles important to the success.

Led by Entrepreneurs
The first, and probably most important principle, is that the startup community must be led by
entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs are defined as someone who has co-founded a company, or as
Nolan Bushnell said, “being paid directly by a customer and not a boss.” That company need not
have been “successful” or exited by the entrepreneur – it’s that the individual has the experiences
gained from acting on an idea to create a business.
All the other players in the community, including government, schools and universities, investors,
mentors, service providers, and large established companies are feeders to, and not leaders of,
the community. None of them can, nor have they in the past, successfully created a sustainable
startup community, but each play a critical role in supporting and supplying entrepreneurs with
what they need.
For example, the main role of universities and schools is to feed fresh ideas and talent to
entrepreneurs. Service providers feed accounting, marketing and legal capabilities to
entrepreneurs, and investors are a simply a type of service provider, feeding capital toward the
efforts of the entrepreneur.
Logic would lead you to think that entrepreneurs busily trying to build their own company would
have no time to be leaders of a startup community, but the opposite is true. Entrepreneurs get
tremendous amounts of energy and ideas from fellow entrepreneurs and will routinely devote
time to the community because it routinely provides a return greater than the investment.

Long Term Commitment
Hewlett-Packard started in the Great Depression. Microsoft started during the 1973 oil embargo.
Apple launched during a period of “stagflation” in 1976. Google was founded during the Asian
financial crisis in 1998. Mailchimp launched during the “dot-bomb” recession in 2001. Uber
launched at the depths of the Great Recession in 2007.
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Far from being a bad time to launch a startup, the bottom of an economic cycle or a financial crisis
is one of the best times. When people lose their regular job, it often means that ideas in the back
of your head move front and center, and when traditional investments don’t provide the best
returns, investors begin looking for alternatives.
Successful entrepreneurship therefore requires a long-term commitment. To make sure that they
are in position to take advantage of venture capital and talent availability during an economic
downturn, entrepreneurs must be present and ready to engage. And, because it often takes many,
many years to build a startup, it’s likely that entrepreneurs will have to endure several downturns
before achieving success.

Inclusiveness
The death warrant of a startup community is signed the moment when entrepreneur leaders,
acting in their own self-interest, begin to see other entrepreneurs as competitors for investments,
talent, and especially attention. Entrepreneurship the opposite of a zero-sum game, where
someone else must lose for someone else to win. Instead, true entrepreneurship is about creation
of something bigger than the inputs – it’s about growing the pie vs. slicing it thinner.
The walls of a successful startup community are porous, and the community must value
inclusiveness. A key determinant of success or failure in an entrepreneur community is seen in how
it treats newcomers, how it treats entrepreneurs who fail (as all do), and in how they celebrate the
odd, the nonconforming and the eccentric. If the different, the real, the genuine are embraced,
the community will thrive.
This is the primary reason why governments and politicians cannot create a successful startup
community. Politics is generally a zero-sum competition: for someone to win, someone else must
lose. Entrepreneurship is the opposite of this: the more we work together to win, the more
everyone wins. In fact, Brad Feld devotes a whole chapter in the book to the problematic role of
government in startup communities, especially because they are often charged first with the task
of creating communities that they have no idea how to create.
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THE LAYERED COMMUNITY
Placemaking for a startup community is a multi-layer activity. A useful metaphor is to compare it to
the major layers comprising a computer system.

Hardware
The first layer of a computer system is the hardware – the physical devices upon which the other
layers are built. Metaphorically these are the buildings, facilities, co-working spaces, garages,
warehouses, hangars, or whatever physical spaces have been set aside for the building of the
community. Just like computer hardware, they connect to and provide the utility infrastructure,
including electricity, temperature control, and a physical framework for connecting components to
one another and to the outside world.
Unfortunately, many communities stop at this layer. They will open or convert a space for the
purpose of innovation and are surprised to find they are rarely filled, and frequently are converted
to suites for any business that needs small, month-to-month rental space. Just as it is insufficient to
get useful work out of a computer with the hardware alone, so too is it insufficient to get a startup
community out of a building alone.
Hardware is a necessary component, but startup communities are particularly non-particular when
it comes to the shape, form, or state of the spaces they work in. In fact, there is often of a badge of
pride in having created a startup in a “rough” or lowly environment – a warehouse, a past-prime
office building, or a disused storefront on a city street. It is very easy to overspend or overthink the
hardware layer in a startup community plan.

Operating System
The operating system is software that is designed to run on the hardware and to provide a
consistent set of services to applications that are run on the computer. It enables the developer of
an application to know it will run successfully on any hardware with a particular operating system.
Metaphorically, this is the set of policies, procedures, people, and services that together provide a
hospitable and consistent environment for a program or application to “run” on any “hardware”
location. Operating systems are formed of multiple subcomponents.
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KERNEL
In a computer’s operating system, the kernel provides the most basic level of control over all the
computer's hardware devices. It determines which applications get access to which hardware
resources, it controls the processor, organizes data being sent to or from various interfaces of the
system. In the metaphor, this is the people, policies and procedures that operate the community.
People
Startup communities can have any number of roles, ranging from marketing to sales to
maintenance, but the most critical role is that of community manager. This individual is part
content creator, part startup expert, part brand advocate, part customer care representative, part
social media guru and part liaison to the outside world. Importantly they are the lead applier of
policies and the lead follower of procedures to the benefit of the community.
Policies
Policies are the rules by which the kernel operates. They must be open, visible, and the product of
conversations and input from the community members, especially the entrepreneurs who lead the
community. For example, one successful startup community in Chicago started by creating a legal
agreement that all the members had to sign and could make no changes to. While that sounds like
an impossibility, it was eagerly signed by all parties, because it created a universal non-disclosure
agreement that enabled the free conversation between members about ideas without fear that
they would be “stolen” by other members.
Procedures
These are the programs that the kernel follows to ensure smooth operation and handle
exceptions or problems. If a problem occurs in a computer for which there is no established
procedure that can address it, the system suffers a literal “kernel panic” and immediately halts or
crashes – resulting in, for example, Microsoft Windows “blue screen of death.” A startup
community requires a full set of procedures by which it operates, mostly to handle problems and
issues that inevitably crop up when multiple companies and people are in close proximity.

INTERFACES
Interfaces are combinations of hardware and software by which the operating system connects to
the outside world. So too is it in the startup community metaphor: a community with no
connections to the rest of the world will not succeed. The interfaces are overseen by the kernel –
by the people, policies and procedures that manage the community.
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Storage Interface
The Storage Interface allows the system to access spaces where data and information can be
stored and retrieved. In the metaphor, there are any number of resources that need to be
managed by the startup community, including rooms and equipment, parking, and digital assets.
Careful identification and publication of the methods of access of these resources is part of the
establishment of the community.
User Interface
The User Interface is how the system connects to people. It’s the combination of the input devices,
like keyboards and mice, and the output devices like displays and printers. In the metaphor, the
user interface to the community is how the community both looks and feels to the participants.
This is inclusive of design, from the layout to the furniture to the graphics on the walls, but also
includes the culture and “vibe” of the community – is it alive, growing and thriving, or dead and
uninviting? For example, often institutions such as universities will seek to lease space in a startup
community but have no clear purpose for the use of the space, leaving it dark and unoccupied at
most times, which sends exactly the opposite message to participants in the community that the
institution intended.
Network Interface
The Network Interface is how the system connects to the world outside the computer system. It’s a
combination of hardware and software elements that control and enable communication to
others. In the metaphor, this is about how community members access people and resources
internal and external to the community, primarily the feeders to the entrepreneurial leaders such
as service providers, venture capital, government, and the community at large. For example,
startup communities will often organize events to introduce participants to these resources,
building direct connections and increasing the range and efficacy of the community.
Application Programming Interface
The Application Programming Interface (or API) is the published set of connection points and
services that applications running on the operating system consume. The application (or “app”)
weaves these “hooks” into the function of the program to achieve a purpose. In the metaphor,
these are the ways that organizations offering a service or function to the community use to plug
into the community. For example, a common API is a lease agreement – if an organization
becomes a tenant, they become a member of the community and are afforded a set of system
services as a function of their lease. However, successful startup communities offer a range of APIs
that don’t just revolve around signing of a lease – ways for organizations to plug into and replicate
their capabilities across multiple startup communities with little-to-no modification of the
application itself.
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While a better hamburger can be obtained at many restaurants, people around the world flock to
McDonald’s stores because they know exactly what they are going to get, no matter which one
they patronize. The McDonald’s formula is an application that plugs into the operating system of
communities around the world with little-to-no modification.

SECURITY
Prior to the advent of the Internet, security in an operating system was limited in most cases to
passwords for access. When computers started to be connected to global networks of other
computers, however, the security issues became exponential, and the philosophy around security
changed from being an integrated function of the operating system to one of an “independent
watchdog” that stood apart from other systems, overseeing behavior and stepping in when
violations are detected. As an example, the combination keypress of Control-Alt-Delete on a
keyboard originally would cause a reboot of original IBM Personal Computers but started to be a
tool used by Microsoft Windows to send a direct input to the security system of a PC to drop into a
lower-level fundamental layer of the operating system that could be used to reboot the computer,
force-quit errant programs, or log out of the computer entirely.
In the metaphor, startup communities need an independent auditor and reviewer of the activities
of the community, led by the entrepreneurs that lead the community, but inclusive of all the
stakeholders in the community. This “check” function is designed to ensure the longevity of the
community in the face of the inevitable challenges it will receive as participants come and go.

Applications
Security
Operating
System

Storage
Interface

User Interface

Network
Interface

Application
Programming
Interface

Kernel
Hardware
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BUILT IN APPLICATIONS
Operating systems often ship with applications that are built into the system. They are considered
so critical to supporting users that they are coded and maintained as part of the operating system
itself, but they stand apart as applications taking advantage of the operating system’s interfaces
and services.
Metaphorically there are a limited set of critical applications that can be “shipped” with the
community at inception.

Community Impact Funds
When money is donated to a charitable cause or organization, it’s a one-way street. There’s no
possibility of a return on the investment, because when the money is spent, it’s gone. There’s also
no guarantee that a charity will use donations as the donor intends. Also, most charitable
organizations are not structured to take investments that could produce financial returns. Only
companies that produce the financial returns get investments, while charities receive donations.
But there’s a new kind of investment called an impact fund that generates both financial returns
and impactful outcomes. An impact fund happens when a community or corporate foundation
forms a venture capital fund within their foundation. New donations or existing grants or funds
within the foundation are allocated to the impact fund, and the fund then makes equity
investments in companies aligned with the fund’s philanthropic mission. If those investments
produce results, the gains are added back to the fund to be redeployed again and again, making
the philanthropic donation evergreen.
Community Impact Funds are a form of impact fund that also allows for direct investment as well
as philanthropic allocation. It’s a hybrid of a tradition venture fund and an impact fund. It allows
participants to either donate or invest based on the intentionality of their resources, in any
combination as suits their needs.
Traditional venture funds have received poor marks on their diversity of investments because they
are fundamentally risk-averse: it’s difficult for a fund manager to invest in an unproven founder, as
it could reduce the return for the fund’s limited partners. However, by mixing both donated as
well as direct investments, it’s not just about the return: it’s also about the impact. This means
hybrid impact funds can invest in unproven founders, earlier in the process. The fundamental
wager, then, is that the fund will generate as good, or better, returns than a traditional fund,
because the traditional system has been leaving stones unturned.
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As many high-net-worth individuals in and around communities have expressed interest in
investing in the innovation economy but lack knowledge and experience, it is envisioned that the
application of a Community Impact will serve the community as the “center of gravity” for
individuals and corporations seeking impact for their resources locally.
It is likely that Community Impact Funds don’t need to exist in every county, but instead regionally.
A possible structure for this is to leverage the existing eleven Economic Growth Regions as
defined by the Indiana Department of Workforce Development, forming the nexus of funding
from multiple sources, including corporate philanthropic funds, donor directed funds, and newly
secured philanthropic donations.
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The formation of community impact funds in each of these regions will go far in providing this
necessary element of startup success in communities. As a local source of startup funding, they
will not only provide resources to create jobs and hire local talent, but will also spread the impact
across the State to areas which have fallen outside of the normal venture capital ecosystem, and
serve to raise the number of startups and number of jobs created for the digital economy.

Venture Studios
Venture studios (sometimes called “startup studios”) are a relatively new type of organization
designed to reduce risk for investors by guiding entrepreneurs through a process that helps them
avoid common mistakes. They often do this for multiple startups at once, which is called “parallel
entrepreneurship”. Venture studios bring together three types of organizations that have
traditionally been separate: ideation, incubation, and investment:
•
•
•

Studios include a strong ideation and definition function which can create new ideas, or
rapidly refine the ideas of new prospects.
Studios apply a repeatable but customizable process directly or partner with outside
incubators to help refine ideas into fundable startups.
Studios have an attached fund to add capital and talent to the process and may have
partnerships with multiple funding and service providers.

Studios usually have an enduring relationship with a corporation or entrepreneur, partnering
with them to take an idea all the way to a growth company.
According to CB Insights, startups fail about 80-90% of the time, but there is a myth that it is
primarily due to lack of funding. Bill Gross, one of the pioneers of venture capital, did extensive
research into startup companies funded by his various organizations and discovered that lack of
funding was the least likely cause of a startup failure. The most likely causes:
1. 42% of failures came from poor timing. There was no market need for a product or service,
the launch was mistimed to market need, or an expansion failed.
2. 32% of failures came from a poor team. The incorrect people were onboarded, they lost
focus, suffered from disharmony or lack of passion, and were inwardly vs. customer
focused.
3. 28% of failures came from a poor idea. Lack of vetting the idea with actual customers, poor
user interface, poor marketing or cost and pricing issues.
4. 24% of failures came from a poor business structure. These include legal challenges, a
poorly constructed business model, competition or a failure to pivot.
5. 14% of failures came from poor funding. Either a lack of funding or insufficient funding, or
a poor use of available funds from investors.
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Failures in timing, team, idea, and business structure are largely avoidable. The purpose of a
venture studio is to guide an entrepreneur past these avoidable mistakes, thereby increasing
the likelihood of a successful company launch and removing risk from an investment for investors.
A startup studio (or more than one) is a critical included application with the operating system for
successful startup communities.
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MISSION: MOVE THE NEEDLE
In putting together the Indiana Vision 2025 Report Card, the researchers from the Indiana
Chamber of Commerce Foundation were asked how many jobs it would take to move the State’s
ranking in startup job creation from 47th to 46th in America. The answer is 5,977. Just a little less
than 6,000 new jobs would move the needle forward on this critical metric.
To get to the middle of the pack, or 25th, we’d have to add 58,171 startup jobs, or about 2,900
startup companies accounting for a 40% failure rate. To break into the top ten in America we’d
need just a little less than 100,000 startup jobs.
By creating startup communities and working together, we have an opportunity to change our
direction toward the digital innovation economy.

ABOUT NEXT STUDIOS
NEXT Studios is a new venture studio, formed in 2020 in Indiana. It is a partnership of
entrepreneurs, both those who manage the Studio as well as those who are leading companies
within the Studio – a studio by, for, and with entrepreneurs. As a Benefits Corporation, NEXT
Studios is chartered to support entrepreneurship and startup success. The Studio reinvests money
received from sponsorships, grants, and corporate engagements into reducing or eliminating the
costs of Studio participation for startup companies. This allows the Studio to work with more
companies in more communities across more industries. By ensuring the startup companies are
guided through a known, repeatable process, we are creating an engine of intentionality aimed
at more – and better – startups, and in turn more new job opportunities for all.
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